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V. I. LENIN AND NATURlljt SCIENCE

[Pollowing is the translation of an article
by S. S. Sobhlev entitled ",V. I. Lenin i
estestvoznaniye" (English version above)
in "Voprosy filosofii" (Problems in Phi-
losophy), No.7, 196o, *hosow, Pages 15-23.3

Lenin today is a majestic and symbolic

figure. We link his name to that of a courageous scien-

tist and innovator, as well as to a blazing, steadfast revo-

lutionary, who not only succeeded in substantially aivan-

cing the science of hurman society, but who implanted

his scientific conclusions into everyday life. The name of

"leninist" has come to describe the characteristics of a

steady contender for the cause of justice, for human happi-

ness, of a man who is selfless, eourages and devoted to

principles. At the same time we see in Lenin one the greatest

of profound thinkers, a dialectIc materialist, who has'

made a contribution of inestimable value to the development



of a truly scientific world outlook.

All of these characteristics of Lenin*

these facets of his activity -- a leader of the :rltia

revolution, a sientist-sociologist, a phbil~osopher-ma-terial 1~st,

-are actually but *a single character is tic. Thecy all are

a consequence of V. 1. Lenin's ail-embraving- scientific-

-'re-voluttionary outlook on. the world.

It is precisely this outlook thuat per-cates.

all of Lenin's activities and work, that- wve wouald like to

examine once acmin, and to bring back to our memory on this

90-th anniversary of his birth all that is linked with

his nzame. -

Av. o ng the wivie scope of Problewts xve will

examine one that is cl-osest to us soviet iiatural scientists,

the problem of henin's renanr.1ahie work in the field of

tho pohiloso-phy of natural sciences,

None of us soviet sclenti.,ts~of the socond

hall 'of the 2O-th century have any doubti reg-arding- the

wortIhlessnes.s, of of emp iriocritiecism an~d of Ilhe otaer

itdealistic and seini-idealistic philosophical trends. Vie are

all firmly conrinccel irk tbe act-tal L 4 fnCT fi~.~ ill

re~ ýSe are no long-er imeirely "unbrid~led" mnaterialists.

V.e have been educated on Lenin's ideas, that we. ia-ve,

studied from schooleiays. eigwitniess. to V~ie tremendous



revolutiqnary changes in science, we have become dialectic

materialists, who have arrived at our point of view on

life ass a result of the philosofic education that, we have

received. as well as as a result of our or:]n observations

each of us traveling his own particular scientific way.

We have come to the dialectic-material outlook on life as one

that is universally inevitable for all who live by science

and who follow the evolution of modern science. That was

not the situation a half a century ago. At that time a

conversion was taking place, a cornIlete radical change of

physical, chemical ideas and concepts; the introduction of

the mathematical framework, the language of mathematics

now used by modern natural science. To us at, present such

revolutionary changes appear quite orderly and normal for

developing science$ but at that time many were those who

took them as a negation of the objectivity of natural

science theories.

Summing up the results of the revolution that

had taken place in natural science at the close of the

19-th and the start of the 20-th centuries, V. I. Lenin

devoted his capital work on philosophy 'Materialism and

Empiriocriticism" mainly to that part of the theory of

knowledge known as gnosiology.
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All our knowledges the entire science complex

in the last analysis leads to philosophical prr.olems of the

theory of knowledge. It, is quite underiandable that natura-

lists, who have become accustomed to a strict and thorough

analysis of the empirical bases of science, have always

trfied to control the very process of knowledge. This wag

neces•ary in order to seggregate in human learinitng that

which is true from all that had been brought into it by

our imperfect methods. of distovering the truth.

But it was precisely the empirical bases of the

th•hry of knowledge that constituted the weak spot in the,

complex of natural sciences, in view of our incomplete

knowldge of the facts, a weak spot by means of which those

who sided with the religious point of view could, as it

appeared to them, destroy the orderly structure of science.

ouring relatively calm periods of scientific development,

while existing scientific theories are beong perfected,

the scientist-naturalist has become accustomed to talk of

the different degrees of approximation of his own know-

ledge, without delving into problems of gnosiology.

For example, in creating the mathematical model

of the heat transfer process in the early 18-th century,

and assuming that the heat flow through a surface is propor-

tional to the rate of temeperature drop in a direction
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normal (perpendicular) to the surface, and verifying this

hypothesis by experimentation, physicists knew that this

w Ias only a first approximation of the truth. In actua.lty

the heat flow could be a function of several other factors:

heat transfer by direct radiation, and so forth.

In the period of rapid developrient of science,

however, when it was necessary to turn away from what appeared.

to be the basic concepts of physics, such as, for example,

the impenetrability of matter, the absolute quality of

time and distance, the possibility of a simultaneous defi-

nition of the position and velocity of microparticles,

some scientists turned away from the usual and rational

approach to the world that surrounds us.

having fallen under the influence of professo-

rial scholastics, of the official heler )philosophy (as

Lenin called it), these scientists started to seggregate

and soitetimes to develop a theory of knowvIdge in which only

percQDtions were stated to constitute reality. Aefuting

these viewpoints, Lenin, following on Marx and Engels,
always

put forward that criterion of knoiledgre/used by natural

scientists in all their own studies, - the criterion of

actual practice. Applied to scientific theories, this cri-

*)Defined in Webster as that which covers up, or conceals.

(Translator's note).



terion indicates the ability of theory to predict new phe-

nomena, or at least to bring about a more exact knowledge of

known phenomena. In its application to the theory of know-

ledge in the case of all those who do not suffer from hallu-

cinations, this criterion points up the actual existence

of an outside world with a-degree of exactitude many times

greater than that of any experimental or theoretical scien-

tific investigations.

Characterizeing the significance of the crite-

rion of actual practice, Lenin wrote:

"The viewpoint based on life, on actuality must

be the primary and basic viewpoint of the theory of know-

ledge. It leads inescapably to materialism, refuting from

the start the endless inventions of professorial scholastics.

Naturally, we should not forget, - he added - that the cri-

terion of actuality never will be capable of fully refuting

or confirming in its substance any human concept. This

criterion, in addition, is so "indefinite" that it will

not permit human knowledge to become "absolute", and , at

the same time, it is sufficiently definite to permit

a merciless struggle against all manner of idealism and

agnosticism". (V. I. Lenin, Works, vol.14, page 130).

If the criterion of actuality is denied, and

if one is consistent in one's arguments and opinions, then
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the only remaining philosophical systems are solipsism and

agnoticism. Any other intermediate point of viei, any attempts

to bring order to, or to systematize our perceptions, by

creating an outside world based on these perceptions, as was

done by Mach, Avenarius and Iiussian! empiriocritics, will

in the last analysis inevitable lead to subjective idealism.

Lenin proves this consistently and convincingly in his book.

In "Materialism and empiriocriticism" Lenin stands before

us as the most profound natural science philosopher, who

consistently carries forward the dialectical-materialistic

viewpoint in the theory of knowledge, and completely defeats

the inconsistence and unscientific aharacter of .various

shades of philosophic idealism.

In a bourgeois society there is a large

category of official scientists who have set themselves the

objective of upholding the validity-of religious prejudices,

of supporting the mystical foggy superstitions, wrapped up

in an aureole of mystery, of proving the existence of God,

a supremely intelligent being, according to whose will

everything on earth happens.

These scientists asserted that only human

perceptions and thought exist, and that no realistic m aterial

world, subject to the laws of nature exists. The interplay

of spiritual forces is determined by by the will of a supreme
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being - God. A direct result' of such a philosophy was that,

since the world is organized by God, according to supreme

wisdom, and reasonably, it is useless to try to change

anything in it. It is useless, unnecessary and sinful, for

example, to try to overthrow the power of the landowners

and capitalists. The philosophers - apologists of the exis-

ting order - attempted to utilize new discoveries in phy-

sics to fortify their idealistic, fideistic viewpoint.

An important methodological problem of modern

science, around which is waged a fierce battle between

materialism and idealism, is that of the specifics of the

laws governing large collective associations.

In virually all problems of physics, mechanics

of continuous media, chemistry kinetics and so forth, the

individual behaviour of particles of matter, of atomss

of chemical elements cannot in itself determine the course

of the processes taking place in ±1•c sysAtem. Complex phe-

nomena in gases, the pressure that they exert on bodies,

the appearance in them of shock waves, the character of a

laminar flow, the creation of eddies and so forth are due

mainly to encounters bewteen-gas particles, and are not

even primarily a function of the results of these indivi-

dual encounters, of the laws governing these separate encoun-

ters. In this case, outside forces, reacting on individual



particles such as weight, magnetic forces for charged par-

ticles and so on, in themselves likewise do not determine

the behaviour of gases. The statistical result of the

interaction of a large number of particles, as shown by

modern mathematics, is always qualitatively new in compari-

son with the individual behaviour pf these particles.

The evolutionary process of life on earth, as

was shown by Ch. Darwin, is a function of the interaction

of living beings, on the basis of natural selection. The

appearance of the more perfect forms of life takes place

as the very result of orderly procedures that control the

development and changes of large associations of interacting

species. In this example the result of inetractions is

again found to be qualitativkly new in comparison with the

individual effect of such an interaction on each type.

The laws governing large collective associations

play a primary role in an understanding of the life of

society.

This example of an analysis of the problem

of specifies of laws of large collectives shows us the

identity between natural and social sciences. Stressing

this identity, Lenin wrote: "The powerful trend from natural

science to social knowledge existed, as is known, not only

in the era of Petti but in the Marx era as well. This trend

S. . . , . .. . , , o . .... .. , ,i ,
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has remained not less, if not more pwerful, in the 20-th

century." (Works, vol.20, page 176).

Having discovered the laws of social deve-

lopment, Marx showed that these laws, governing the beha-

viour of large masses of people, to some small extent are

determined by the indidual will of separate individuals.

Of primary importance is their interaction in the production

process.

Lenin talks aboxt the fact that Marx views

society as a naturalist, uncovering the objective laws of

its development. The development of siciety, according to

Marx, is a natural historical process.

A consistently materialistic viewpoint on

history has brought Marx and his followers to the conclu-

sion of the inevitable and early end of capitalism. This

conclusion does not sit right with the ruling classes of

bourgeois society. One of the orders given their philoso-

phers in the realm of social sciences was to underaine

these conclusions of marxism. Bourgeois philosophers attemp-

ted to carry out this order by a "refutation" of historical

materialism* and at the same time to refute the materialistic

viewpoint as a whole, so that, as we have seen, they could

gain a twofold advantage. As a result, bourgeois philoso-

phers constantly come out in opposition to historical mate-
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rialism.•

The problem of defending historical materialism

against the attacks of bourgeois ideologies was compl.eted

by Lenin. Exposing idealism in all its forms, Lenin stressed

that the struggle for a scientific viewpoint in the realm
scientific,

of social sciences blends with a straggle for thei/vateria-

listic viewpoint in the realm of natural sciences. Many

times in his writings Lenin pokes fun cruelly at the

"professorial apologetic science". He wrote repeatedly about

the commercialism of bourgeois professirs. Together with

I. Ditzgen, he calls them diploma holding lacqueya, who

stultify tile people with. a much abused idealism.

Forcefully proving the reactionist nature of

idealism, Lenin wvrote in the concluding paragraph of "Mate-

rialism and empiriocriticism": "The latter (idealism - S.S.)

is nothing but a more exact, a refined form if fideism, that

stands fully armed, controls enormous organizations and

continues unflinchingly to influence the masses, taking

selfish advantage of the slightest fluctuation in philo-

sophic thought. The objective class role of emtpiriocriti-

cism is entirely reduced to slavish service to fideists

in their struggle against materialism generally and histo-

rical materialism, in particular". (Works# vol.14, page 343).
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The position of natural sciences at the start

of the 20-th century was characterized by profound up-.

heavels. A series of basic discoveries were made in those

years, that completely upset the traditional system, of

seemingly fii-aly established viewpoints in physics.

Following the discovery of X-rays, remarkable

work was done in the area of radioactivity.

Atoms, previously thought to be indivisible,

were found to be both divisible and intercanvertible. The

first outlines of the structural theory of the atom

appeared.

The previously existing separate concepts of

matter and electricity, naively thought to be the carriers -

- one of the gravitational properties and of mechanical

impenetrability, and the other of a charges in the final

analysis were found to be blended together. It was found,

that an electrical charge is one of the basic properties

of matter.

Michelgonts experiment that showed the

independence of the speed of light from the motion of an

inert system in which it is measured, led to the abolishment

of the theory of universal ethers and to the theory of rela-

tivity that united space and time into a single physical

reality.
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At the same time remarkable ideas and discove-

ries in mathematics prepared the birth of a new science -

- quantum physics. The work of Steklov, Fredholm, Sch•midt

and Gilbert created the basis of functional analysis and

the spectral theory of operators. This is the study of the

properties of the so-called natural values of operators.

An example of natural values in classical physics is the

natyral frequency of oscillations of various mechanical,

electrical and similar systems.

Classical physics , in ,the study')of, the phenomenon

of light, could successfully resolve such pro-blems as the

reflection and refraction of light. The wave theory of light,"

created by Maxwell as a mathematical conclusion of equa-

tions in partial derivatives, that describe a polarized

vacumnm succeeded in giving a scientific explanation to

such effects as diffraction and interference, that consist

in. the fact that in the propagation of light, waves of

similar phases strengthen each other, and in differe*t

phases either weaken or destroy each other. The phenomenon

of polarization of light was explained, as one in which

the magnetic and electrical field of a lightwave oscillates

only in a definite direction.

The laws of light emission and absorption,

however, the mysterious structure of light psectra, emit,ted
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or absorbed by different materials, remained beyond the realm

of physical tbeory and cormpletely un'anderstandable. These

phenomena of nature, as we now know, were intimately linked

to the properties and structure of the "mieroworld", an

explanation of which became available only during the first

quarter of the 20-th century. The key to thest new areas

of physical phenomena was obtained in the application of

methods and ideas of the spectral theory of operators, one

of the branches of functional analysis that appreared

in the beginning of the 20-th century.

Somewhat later, in the 20s and 30s, science

discovered thait systems of the microworld have different

corresponding operators, while the natural values of opera-,

tors of a specific type correspond to certain levels of

energy of the systems. The passage of the system from
one level to anetýer is accomapnied .by the emission or

absorption of light of a specific frequency or of a quanta

of specific dimensions. A new type of theoretical physics

based on, these mathematies soon explained the source of

spectral lines and, having learned to compute them in advance1

explained the effects on their frequencies and the spread

of all types of outside reactions. Now mathematical disco-

veries, that emerged together with the new physics led to

-- 14 -



crossfertilization between these two scirences andt to the

creation of a. new physics language, a new complex. of conn-

cepis, that permitted the construction of mzodrel atomic

phenomena, followed by a new; physical aspect of the worl-d.

Here the old model appears as a xmuch rougher

approximation of reality. The, equatione and laws of classical

physics are seen simply as an expression of certain macro-

scepic phenomena, and far from; all of them at that.

Such are the consequences of the revolution i4.

natural sciences that Lenin wrote about. In "Materialism

and empirioecritiism", a most profound underttanding is
broad

seen in every line of the coiing/swing and flourish of

scientific thought.

Acknowledgment of the changing natuare of the

concepts of natural science, of their approximate na-ture at

every stage, the clear understanding of the profoundly

revolutionary nature of true scotneeg that delves deeper and

ever deeper into absolute truth, - are the distinctive

aspecta of a leninist world outlook4 Lenin inswervingly

stood on the foundation of progressive ideas in natural

sciencesý at a time when the scientific revolution was only

beginning and when, according to a remark by S. I. Vavilov,

all the greatest physicists of the world still remained

wholly wedded to old "classical" positions.

-_ 15 -



The onslaught of mathematical ideas, methods and

concepts in all branches of natural sciences: that is now

so strong, as alread-y significant at the start of the 20-th

century. At that times-to scientists who were used to a

matkematical deserition of phehomenas the differential

equations of mathematical physiva appeared as an accurate

and adequate picturization of the world. Forgetful of the

fact that this was merely an approximate method of descrip-

tion of reality, certain physicists forgot reality itself,

and found themselves objectively on positions of idealism.

In order to help them grasp the complicated stages of scien-

tific progress, both theme and many aothers that are

difficult to understandp Lenin in his work "Materialism and

empiriocriticism" analyses the laws of dialectic scientific

developments which to this day retains its full force and

its purity.These laws of dialectics were one and the same

for natural science and for social science. Lenin - the most

brillant philosopher, sociologist and economist - knew these

laws and knew how to utilize them in his work. It is pre-

cisely for that reason that, not being a specialist in

physies, chemistry and mathematics, Lenin succeeded in

finding his way in all these sciences in their condition

in his time,

Without ever expressing direct opinions on

16



extremely speeialized scientific problems, wfittiout inter-

fering in the struaggle of opinions wherevr in. substance they

did not touch on fundamental philosophical problemss Lenin,

nevertheless, always sensed the new, the leading trend.

Among the problems in the new physics was the

very difficult one of space and time. Old baterialistie

philosophers talked about the fact that matter has a reality

in space and in time, but the latter concepts were ander-

stood in a very abstract fashion. In the new physics, spac.e

and ti.me have received a concrete physical deternination.

The unity of space and time discovered by Ejinstein, exists

as a physical reality re.,ardless of our perception. One had

to be weel ahead of one's times to write in 1908 the follo-

wing lines: l'lHuman concepts of space and time are relative,

but tohise relative concepts put together constitute an

absolute truth. These relative concepts in their development

follow the direction of absolute truth, approach it. The

cha.noing aspect of ,unman conceptions of time and space

refutes the objective reality of either as little as does

the changing nature of scientific knowledgre reo:arding the

structure and the forms of motion of matter refute the

objective reality of the outside world." (V. I. Lenin, Works,

vol.14, pages 162-163).
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Lenin's attitude toward new problems in natu-

ral seinces, matheviatics and physics was determfined by the

dialectic nature of his thinking. It was founded on natural

laws that he understood and new how to apply in practice.

Unhuestionablyi Lenin foresaw the rapid development of natural

sciences, that followed on the heels of the publ'ication of

"1MaterIalism and empiriocriticism".

Let us note another important aspect of Lenin's

views. Being a grwat 'thinker and a leading theoretician, be

understood fully the need for the abstract, I would say,

mathematical approach to the study of phenomena of nature

and society. This is written about in remarkable fashion

in "Philosophical notebooks":

"Thought rising from the concrete to the abstract,

if it is correct, does not...depart from the truth, but

approaches it...Prom actual observation to abstract thought,

and from it to actuali. - such is the dialectic road to

an understanding of the truth, to an understanding of

objective reality". (Works, vol.38, page 161).

Modern science is now going through precisely

that moment when this trend towar.d the abstract takes on

concrete aspects in the form of an increasing application

of mathematics to various types of practical activity.

Lenin warned against a confusion bewteen

18 -



the language and. methods of mathematics on the one hand,

and proble-s of theoretical knowledge on the' other. We

read in his writingst

"Indeed# an important problem of theoretical

understanding does not consist in the degree of accuracy

that we may have achieved in our descritpion of the inter-

dependence of cause and, effect, and whethervthese teserip-

tions can be expressed in a strict mathematical formula,

but in whether the source of our understanding; of these

interdependencies is the objective orderliness of nature,

or the properties of our intellects its innate ability

to comprehend certain axiomatic truths and so on. That is

what unalterably separates materialists such as Feuerbach,

Marx and Engels from the agnostics (Humists) such as

Avenarius and Mach". (Works, vol.14, pages 146-147)o

He characterizes as reactdnary nonsense

the intention of G. Cohen to inculcate a spitit of idealism

in schoolchildren through the study of higher mathematics.

The views of progressive scientists regarding

the role played by mathematics in natural sciences are at

present free from such aberrations. Natpral scientists are

aware of the approximate nature of mathematical descriptions

of natural phenomena. The present mathematical method

basically is one of costruction and study of models of

-- 19 -
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these phenomena. A mathematical model correctly reflects

certain basic characteris tica of that of fwhich it is ar.n imarge,

but it cannot give its complete picturization. The method

of mathematical models is profoundly dialectical. As our-

knowledge advances, the models become ever more perfect.

Old models are discarfded and new ones are created. The histo-

ry of science in the 19-th and 20-tb centuries k.-nows of many

exanples when failure to evaluate completely or to under-

estimate the role of mathematics objectively could and did

in tfact serve to reclard {-'Ihe- •(.:we•qopncrt ot science.

We have no right to forget such historical

facts as the discovery of electromagnetic waves, i-e. radio-

waves, and, the establishment of their identity with infra-

red, light, ultraviolet, X-rays and y rays,

Studying the laws of electromagnetism, experiiiien-

tally established by Faraday, Maxwell succeeded in wriing

a system of equations in partial derivatives for electro-

mI'agnetic phenomena, that served as a ;ood, mathematical model

of the laws of these phenomena. In terms of the deg•ree of

appr(oximation to which elecitromagnetism was then satdied,

Maxwellts equations contained everything of most importante.

lie then studied these eqnations by means of the well pre-

pared complex of classical mathematical physics. Maxwell's

equations led, to the wave eq.uation that had been known

- 20 -



since the 18-th century. A direct conclusion from this was

that of the wave nature of propagation of an electromagne-

tic field. The velocity of propagation of the waves of this

field was computed and found to be equal to the velocity

of light.

In this way the discovery of electromagnetic

waves was made by Maxwell and by Hertz, who verified his

conclusions by test, as a result of mathematical studies of

equations that link the electrical and magnetic properties

of a medium and of vacuum. If a mathematical model expressive

of the properties of a medium, bad not been constructed,

the discovery of radiowaves would have been utterly impos-

sible.

Those same equations of Maxwell were, somehwat

later, adopted by certain physicists at home and abroad

as the final truth. These scientists were active opponents

of the new quantum physics, who wished to reduce the entire

complicated and bottomless world of physical phenoaena to

the equations of Maxwell forgatting that these equations

are no more than a model, that tefleots a limited portion

of the relationships in the outside world. In this ease,

an exaggeration of the role played by a methematical model

was objectively reactional, it retarded the development

of science.

-21



In his article "j)iafectics of light phenomena", the

late president of the C- USSR, S. 1. Vavilov, characterizing

the model method,'wrote: "Ptor a precise understanding of

natural science...a new, abstract but extremely broad method

of investigations has thus been found, that may be termed

the mathemlatical hypothesis method or mathematical extra-

polation. Here mathematics acquire heuristic aspects, and,

together with a controlling as well as heuristic method

of experimentation, forms a powerful investigative weapon".

(Coll. works, vobIII, page 2-1).

,he present is once again the period of great dis-

coveries in science and engineering and great changes,

resulting from developments in mathenlatics. If steam in the

18-th century, followed by electricity in the 19-th century

basically served to free hnmanity from the necessity to

use physical, muscular strength in production, while during

the first half of the 20-th century new and virtually

unlimited sources of energy were found, then our era has

been marked by the discovery in principle of the possibility

of freeing mart from all monotonous forms of intellectual

labor.

In the coming epoch humanity will be alloted

only the highest type of creative work. A new techni.cal

upheaval started with mathematics, and consists in the trans-

22



fer of the labor of computers and calculators to automated

work on special highspeed electronic coi.iputers.

The automation of mathe~iatical computations exi sted

on a small scale (desk arithmometera, slide rule, various

model arrangements) for many years, starting with the 18-th

and 19-th centuries, but its significant deopment dates

from the time that the logic of mathematics, on the one

hand1 and the pulse aspect of radioengineering on the other,

were brought to bear on the problem. The work done by a

calculator was successfully broken down into elementary

arithmetical and logical operations. Logical and maý:hema-

tical algorithms were created for them, followea by the

construction of a machine that completed such operations

at tremendous speeds. The algorismic method, i.e. the method

of dismemberment into the simplest operations, used to

control mathematical operations, wam then. applied in the

most varied control processes, and became virtually uni-

versal. It was found to be applicable to the automatic

control of engines and in many other types of huiran acti-

vity, everywuhere where control consists in the digesting

of incoming information, the subsequent working up of a

solution in accordance with certain established rules, and

the transmission of a command to the output unit.

Here we are talking not only about mathema-
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tical machines, of course. At about the same time, mathema--

tiecl analy sis began to play an in.creasixng part in vario•i•

concrete problems of eoonomics. Appropriate problems - prob-

lems of the most, rational method of stamping forms froar

raw materials, the .ost efficient use of transport facili-

ties, etc, bro-.ght forward the theory of find-ing the maxi-,

ma and. minima of linear functions of a large number of

independent variables, subject to linear inequalities, the

so-called linear programming, that first appeared in the

Soviet Union and was later rediscovered in the USA.

Together with the algorithm theory, there

appeared the so-called theory of plays, the theory of ope-

ritions - disciplines that permitted. the mathematical

treatment of ever newer types of human activity, lqn) to

and including control of various branches of the national

economy.

Yet another of Lenin's dreams is coming true,

that of new scientific methods of government, that he ex-

pressed in his article "Better lessbut better", written

about the reorg anization project of Rabkrin: "We must at

all costs, in order to modernize our government structure,

set for ourselves the goal: first - to study, secbnd - to

study and thirdly - to study and then make certain that

science does not remain for us a dead letter or a faskionable
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phrase (and this, there is no use in hiding that sin, is

osne ccially prevalent with us), that science should really

be in our blood and become an essential part of our way

of life fully and actv.ally"' (Works 5 vol.33, page 447).

Of course, it would have been for Lenin to

imagine that the State Plan of the Union of SSR in 1,959

would create a modern computing center in which all. of the

problems having to do with the control of industry and the

planning, of its development would be solved, but we see how

close to this were Lenin's thoughts., He was the first to

set forth the basis for the planning. of great works of elec4

trification and industrialization of the national econoray,

for raising labor productivity. Lenin rightly felt that

a rise in labor ppodactivity was the necessary prerequi-

site to a seceessful building of communism. Lenin's many-

faceted activity is remarkable for its unity bewteen theory

and practice, for the depth of its scientific analysis

and its profoundly revolutionary nature, that permeates his

world, outlook.

As no one else, Lenin understood the role of

science for modern society, and the part it would play in

i/he building of communism. This part, as Lenin showed, is

manysided. On the one hand the science of society is necessary

to a socialistic state in order to correctly solve the tre-
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mendous complex of politicals economiec social and other

problewvs that inevital-y eonfront those who are building,

com=munism., On the other hand, the building of co.invnisln

presupposes the existence in the society of a labor produc-

tivity many times greater than that achieved by capitallsm.

Labor productivity mu~st be rasied to a new level as a

result of technical retooling of industry and agric-iltiire.

"1•tnew Wat a cormunist society cannot be

erected if industry and agriculture are not revived, and

this must not be done in the old way, - writes Lenin in

the article "Problems of youth unions", - They must be

revived on a modern basis, in accordance with the latest word

of science". (Works, vol.31, page264). Lenin's following

definition is classic: "Coalaunism is Soviet power plus

electrification of the entire country".

Engineering and science in the 20-th century

are indiss-lubly linked together.

"Soviet power plus electrification of the entire

country" to us means: USoviet power plus science and modern

engineeriDf, built on that science".

Science in a socialist state is confronted by

yet one more new prbblemo Huimanity is entering the age

of familiarity with space. Rockets that have been sent to

the moon, that have photographed its hidden side, will.



in the near future, be investigating our neighboring planets

of the solar system. The thirst for knoNwledge, the desire

to conquer the universe around us are becoming a necessity

for all men of the epoch of communism. "Man is created

for happiness, as a 'bird is created to fly". But happ:ihess

for man no longer consists in owning a- good. suit od clothes,

good shirts, good. food , .a good swimring pool and so on. 1-'ven

ownership of the entire treasury of world art: literature,

music, painting, the theater is no longer sufficient for

happiness. To be happy now man needs to fly, and to fly not

just simply'like a bird- we are already flying faster and

higiher than birds. Man is demanding to fly over the entire

solar system, and after that, beyond its limits. He wishes

to bend all universe before his feet, to exaraine

the globe that is the earth 0 to solve the still unsolved

problems of the microworld, to penet;rate the deep mysteries

of )•ife and many other things. Science, therefore, will be

one of the main forces of of man in a coimmunist society.

And many is the time when peoples having flown from their

native earth into the reaches of outer space, will remember

the great Lenin, who sired the soviet state, soviet science

and communism.

2166 END
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